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Overview

For more than twenty years, states have tried and failed to curb childbearing among welfare recipients through the application of “Family Cap” policies, which deny additional cash aid to babies born into families already receiving cash assistance.¹

At the height of their popularity in the 1990s, Welfare Family Cap (or “Family Cap”) policies existed in twenty-four states.² As of 2016, seventeen states have some variation of a Family Cap in place. Of these seventeen states, twelve deny eligibility for basic needs cash grants to babies born into families already in receipt of this particular public benefit.³ Two others, Connecticut and Florida, significantly reduce the grant size for a newborn with an older sibling(s). Idaho and Wisconsin provide a flat cash grant rate regardless of the size of the family.⁴ South Carolina only gives a newborn additional assistance in the form of food and clothing vouchers.⁵ Since 2002, seven states have repealed their Family Caps, including California, highlighted herein for its 2016 repeal victory.

Welfare Family Caps have failed to achieve their proponents’ purported primary objective of lowering the number of children born into families receiving public assistance. Instead, these policies have exacerbated poverty, increasing food and housing insecurity and worsening health and social outcomes. They stem from, and have perpetuated, false stereotypes and racist myths about welfare beneficiaries, attempting to coerce reproductive decision-making in marginalized communities.

This issue brief outlines the pejorative purposes and punitive effects of Family Caps, highlights their repercussions for poverty, chronicles repeal efforts in other states, and discusses the need for their elimination nationwide.
ORIGINS
Between 1992 and 2003, twenty-four states adopted Welfare Family Caps to discourage childbearing by welfare beneficiaries and to reduce the amount of money distributed to families receiving basic needs cash grants. Most of these policies were enacted in the wake of so-called “welfare reform” that ushered in a new federal cash aid program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). TANF permitted states to adopt Welfare Family Caps, which prevented or limited the would-be increase in cash assistance for additional children born into families in which any other member was already receiving assistance.

FAULTY PREMISES
A trifold set of inaccurate assumptions about welfare recipients commonly underlies Family Caps. All are embedded in the idea that motivations of low income mothers are fundamentally driven by financial interests. First, welfare recipients are thought to have large families, though they bear the same number of children, on average, as parents in the general population. Second, cash aid is assumed to incentivize childbearing and disincentivize marriage. Yet social science research demonstrates that welfare recipients do not, in fact, have additional children in order to receive the modest increase in their families’ basic needs cash grant. Finally, Family Cap supporters inversely believe that welfare recipients will stop bearing children if cash aid is denied. However, multiple studies have revealed that Family Caps do not reduce childbearing by welfare recipients. The only study to establish a correlation...
between Family Caps and lowered birthrates found the links only in states whose Medicaid programs covered abortions.  

**UNSUBSTANTIATED THEORY**

The speedy adoption of Welfare Family Caps reflected an unsubstantiated theory about human behavior that numerous empirical studies have since decisively refuted. In the 1990s, economists and public policy makers popularized the theory broadly known as “rational actor theory.” In regard to welfare, this model claimed that welfare recipients weighed the costs of having a child against the benefits of public assistance when deciding whether or not to get pregnant or carry a pregnancy to term.

Even at the time, considerable available evidence demonstrated that this model was deeply flawed. Two empirical cases substantiated doubt with the model. First, if welfare disincentivized marriage and incentivized births that would otherwise not have occurred, one would expect to see higher birth rates and more children born to unmarried women in states with more generous cash assistance allowances during this period. Instead, however, states with more meager grants before passage of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA) tended to have higher rates of childbearing to single mothers. Second, if cash aid truly encouraged additional births, one would have expected the birth rate among unmarried welfare recipients to decrease between the 1970s and the 1990s, as the real value of cash grants declined considerably. Again, data do not support this. Finally, when considering research demonstrating that few welfare recipients, and often few caseworkers, are aware of Family Caps, it seems unlikely that parents were ever making the kinds of strategic decisions around childbearing that some legislators imagine.

**STEREOTYPES**

Although Family Cap policies are largely a product of 1990s welfare reform, the ideas behind them — that certain groups of people have children irresponsibly and, therefore, must have their reproduction controlled by authorities — are longstanding. Some scholars have likened Family Caps to the eugenic sterilization efforts at the beginning of the 20th century: "The [Family Cap] rule evolved from America’s eugenic laws that once forced sterilization upon its [presumed] inferior and, therefore, reproductively unfit population." People living in poverty, those with mental or physical disabilities, and disfavored racial minorities and immigrants have been targeted for forced sterilization or population control over the course of U.S. history.

The characterization of poor people of color as irresponsible reproducers who were welfare-dependent was so pervasive throughout the U.S., particularly during the 1960s and 1970s, that private physicians and state-funded programs forced or coerced tens of thousands of African-American, Mexican-origin, Native-American, and Puerto Rican women to undergo sterilization without their consent.

“The [Family Cap] rule evolved from America’s eugenic laws that once forced sterilization upon its [presumed] inferior and, therefore, reproductively unfit population.”

- Eric McBurney
knowledge or consent. For example, low-income Mexican-origin women were targeted for coercive sterilization in California when public concern arose from the perceived growth of a welfare-dependent class and media portrayals of women having crossed the border to receive welfare benefits.

The 1970s also ushered in the trope of the “welfare queen.” Although this phrase was coined to describe a forty-seven-year-old Chicago resident, Linda Taylor, who allegedly used as many as 80 aliases to receive cash assistance through fraudulent means, politicians later co-opted the term to describe any mother, particularly a black mother, who relies upon cash aid. For example, during Ronald Reagan’s 1976 unsuccessful presidential campaign, he described Taylor’s welfare fraud as an epidemic of abuse of the federal benefits systems, rather than an aberrant anecdote. Despite the fact that Taylor was “the kind of criminal who victimizes absolutely everyone,” her story was effective at helping Reagan gain support for his plans to slash welfare spending. “The ‘welfare queen’ became a convenient villain, a woman everyone could hate,” wrote Josh Levin in an investigative report about Taylor. “She was a lazy black con artist, unashamed of cadging the money that honest folks worked so hard to earn.” Politicians, the media, and the general public extrapolated from this singular, sensational story to create a stereotype so powerful that it fueled support for welfare reform efforts. Twenty years later this stereotype continues to color public discourse about cash assistance programs.

Misconceptions, disproven theories, and stereotypes about welfare recipients play a role in keeping these failed policies in place – despite their inefficacy.

“The ‘welfare queen’ became a convenient villain, a woman everyone could hate.”
- Josh Levin
Results

Numerous researchers, organizations, and agencies have studied the effects of Welfare Family Caps, concluding they have failed to achieve their proponents’ primary purported objective of lowering the number of children born to welfare recipients. While these policies have not reduced the birthrate of the affected populations, they have increased the poverty rate[^38] — and with it, exacerbated the effects of poverty for capped children, their siblings, and their parents. By increasing poverty, Family Caps have had numerous negative effects on the economy as well.

**INFLUENCE ON CHILDBEARING**

Numerous studies have shown that Family Caps have not lowered birth rates[^39], namely because welfare recipients do not have additional children in order to collect slightly more cash aid.[^40] In addition, various personal values, familial conditions, and structural factors influence women experiencing both intended and unintended pregnancy. Not everyone is building their families according to carefully laid plans based on rational actor theory. In fact, approximately half of pregnancies in the U.S. are unintended.[^41] Women living in poverty experience unintended pregnancy at a rate five times higher than do women at the highest income level.[^42]

Abortion rates are also higher among poor women. The single study to find a correlation between Family Caps and lowered birthrates only established the links in the minority of states that use their Medicaid funds to cover abortion.[^43] This makes sense, because a poor pregnant woman who cannot afford to pay for the costs of a child excluded from cash assistance may not be able to afford the out-of-pocket costs for an abortion either. Approximately one-quarter of pregnant women insured by Medicaid who seek but cannot afford an abortion will carry the pregnancy to term.[^44] Two years later, these women will be three times more likely to be living in poverty than their similarly financially situated peers who were able to receive abortion care.[^45]

As for welfare recipients who do engage in family planning, studies show they are not basing their decisions on the presence or absence of Family Cap policies. Many cash aid recipients do not know the policies exist, and those who do are not motivated by the potential paltry increase in their monthly grant either to get pregnant or to carry a pregnancy to term.[^46]

As mentioned earlier, families who receive public assistance and those who do not have the same average number of children: two.[^47] However, they differ in when they have children. Compared to affluent women who are postponing their first births until later in the reproductive cycle, women living in poverty are more likely to have their first child earlier and to follow with the birth of their second child in relatively short order. Having limited means with which to pay for childcare, young women living in poverty correctly
assess that they are more likely to be able to call upon reasonably healthy mothers and kin than will be the case later in life.

**IMPACT ON POVERTY**

Despite public assistance programs, most welfare recipients live in dire poverty.\(^48\) In the median state in 2015, a family of three received $429 in cash aid per month, putting them at 26% of the Federal Poverty Level;\(^49\) in 14 states, such a family received less than $300 per month.\(^50\) Even with the support of cash assistance, families frequently cannot afford to take care of their daily needs.\(^51\) While the would-be increase in a capped family’s cash grant is not enough to incentivize childbearing, much less enough to lift a family out of poverty, it does make a difference in the family’s security and ability to function. Again, we look to California, where the newly reinstated aid will average $130 per additional child each month – enough to cover some newborn essentials, such as diapers and wipes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTHLY CASH GRANT FOR A FAMILY OF THREE IN STATES THAT RAISED BENEFIT LEVELS BETWEEN JULY 2014 AND JULY 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When states withhold this much-needed cash assistance through Family Caps, they cause financially strapped parents to search desperately for ways to support their children on less per capita funding. One study found that Family Caps increase the poverty rate of children by 13.1%.\(^52\) The impacts of this escalation are significant. Children who grow up in poverty are more likely to experience cognitive, emotional, and physical health challenges than children from affluent families.\(^53\)

Children born into capped families face increased risks for homelessness and other hardships associated with extreme poverty. A 2006 study of 2,000 women in California assessed the impact of Family Caps, finding that, "[b]y every parameter of family security reported on, families with excluded children were less secure than families that had not been capped."\(^54\) Mothers whose children had been capped reported higher levels of hardship and distress as well as higher levels of housing and food insecurity. They were also more likely to struggle with paying for transportation and utilities and had a significantly harder time providing diapers and clothing for their children.\(^55\) Perhaps most disturbingly, women in capped families were more likely to have taken a child to the hospital in the preceding six months.\(^56\) Infants and toddlers in...
families that face grant reductions experience a 30% increase in hospitalization and a 90% higher risk of hospitalization when they visit the emergency room than infants and toddlers in families that receive full grants.\(^{57}\)

Thus, available data show that Family Caps do not support the goals of the very cash assistance programs they modify. Rather than ameliorate the effects of poverty on children, they exacerbate child poverty and its repercussions.

### EFFECT ON THE ECONOMY

**Poverty Has Negative Economic Repercussions.**

By exacerbating poverty, Family Caps also have a negative impact on the economy. An analysis of research studies on poverty suggests that the cost of childhood poverty in the U.S. is $500 billion per year, nearly 4% of the gross domestic product (GDP).\(^{58}\) Children raised in poverty are more likely to have low earnings and low work productivity in adulthood.\(^{59}\) Some estimates suggest that childhood poverty reduces productivity and economic output by approximately 1.3% of the GDP every year.\(^{60}\)

Further, researchers estimate that children who grow up in poverty are 1.3 times more likely to engage in criminal activity than their counterparts raised in only slightly more affluent circumstances,\(^{61}\) raising the cost of crime by about 1.3% of the GDP. Childhood poverty has been associated with 40% of crimes committed by adults.\(^{62}\)

Finally, children raised in poverty are at substantially higher risk for developmental challenges and health problems. Living conditions related to poverty increase the likelihood of being in a special education program by 4% among elementary and middle school students and 5% among high school students.\(^{63}\) Childhood poverty is associated with poor health throughout life, which burdens the healthcare system and further reduces work productivity.

**Reducing Poverty Improves the Economy.**

In turn, reducing poverty could result in positive economic benefits that support the repeal of Family Caps. Doubling the income of families below the poverty line increases the subsequent adult earnings of children in those families by 30-40%.\(^{64}\) The *timing* of additional income matters. Not unexpectedly, extra income early in a child’s life is associated with more favorable outcomes, lower levels of aggression,

---

The cost of childhood poverty in the U.S. is $500 billion per year, nearly 4% of the GDP.

Family Caps have intensified the impact of poverty among mostly young, poor, single mothers and their children, making it difficult to survive and impossible to thrive.

Family Caps increase the poverty rate of children by 13.1%.
lower levels of unemployment, lower levels of early parenthood, and a range of other behavioral and cognitive outcomes.  

Additionally, a substantial portion of the cost invested in tax credits for poor families may be offset by long-term earnings gains. There is also evidence that investment in early childhood development programs can have economic benefits in terms of increased earnings when participating children join the workforce at 18. As Harry Holzer et al. note: “…expenditures on effective poverty reduction policies can be viewed as public or social investments, which generate returns to society over time in the form of higher real GDP, reduced expenditures on crime and health care, reduced costs borne by crime victims and those in poor health, and more general improvements in everyone’s quality of life.”

---

Doubling the income of families below the poverty line increases the subsequent adult earnings of children in those families by 30-40%.
Advocacy

As criticism of Family Caps mounted around the turn of the century, advocates began to agitate for repeal of the failed policies through legislative and budgetary advocacy, as well as legal challenges. Since then, seven states have eliminated their Family Caps and four other states have considered doing so. What follows is a synopsis of available information for each state known to have undergone repeal efforts at some point.

**KANSAS HALTED IMPLEMENTATION IN LIGHT OF LIFETIME LIMITS.**

Kansas had planned to implement a Family Cap prior to enactment of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reform Act of 1996, but decided not to do so in light of the new federally imposed time limitations. TANF prevented a parent from receiving more than sixty months of assistance, which Kansas officials believed sent a strong signal about the temporary nature of welfare and sufficiently disincentivized childbearing.

**INDIANA FAMILY BROUGHT UNSUCCESSFUL CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.**

In Indiana, a mother who received cash aid and her minor child brought a class action lawsuit against the state, arguing that the Family Cap policy was unconstitutional because it violated the equal protection and substantive due process clauses of the Constitution. Because the Family Cap in Indiana does not deny benefits to the child if the child is living in a different house, the plaintiffs argued the Cap coerced parents into giving the children to another caretaker. The Indiana Court of Appeals disagreed, holding “the State has a legitimate interest in encouraging welfare recipients to act responsibly in childbearing. The State does not deprive the Class of the right to have children; rather, it merely chooses not to subsidize the increased costs of an additional child.” There have not been any further attempts to repeal the Family Cap in Indiana.

**ARIZONA REPEAL EFFORTS STYMIED BY VETO.**

In 2001, the Arizona legislature introduced two bills to repeal the state’s Family Cap—the first was an unsuccessful bill to repeal the cap, and the second would have accomplished the repeal through the budget process. The unsuccessful stand-alone repeal bill, H.B. 2397, introduced by State Representative Mark Anderson (R) and co-sponsored by Representatives Dean Cooley (R) and Jeff Hatch-Miller (R), would have allowed an increase in cash assistance for any new child born, if the child’s parents married and agreed to participate in a communication skills program. This bill was held in legislative committee and did not advance to a full vote of the legislature. The legislature subsequently approved an appropriations bill introduced by then-state Senator Mary Hartley (D), S.B. 1390, as part of a larger package to reform the TANF program. Although this bill passed the state Senate by 22-7 and the House by 34-24, and received support from both the House Majority and Minority Party Caucuses, then-Governor Jane Dee Hull (R) vetoed the bill. In her veto message, Governor Hull said she believed a strict budget on TANF funds would be more beneficial to families in crisis on welfare as caseloads increased and stated: “Embedded in the policies of welfare reform is the concept that individuals must accept at
least some of the consequences of their own life choices, an idea I support.77 A number of legislators from both chambers led an attempt to override the veto, but this effort failed.78

NORTH DAKOTA ADVOCATES INTRODUCED UNSUCCESSFUL BILL.

In 2001, North Dakota State Senator Aaron Krauter (D) authored a bill with Senator Tim Mathern (D). The bill would have eliminated the state’s Family Cap, but it failed to pass the Budget Committee.79

MARYLAND WAS THE FIRST STATE TO REPEAL ITS FAMILY CAP.

Maryland was the first state to repeal its Family Cap. In October 2002, Maryland began allowing counties to opt out of its "child-specific benefit," and all of them chose to opt out.80 Because the state issued vouchers instead of cash assistance distributed through a third party, the program was costly and burdensome.81 The voucher program also sent the message to welfare families that the state did not believe that families on welfare could be financially responsible, thus propagating dependence on the programs instead of encouraging independence from welfare.82 After every county opted out of the “child-specific benefit,” the legislature did not renew the Family Cap policy in 2004.83

ILLINOIS REPEALED ITS FAMILY CAP SECOND.

Illinois began its repeal process in 2003 after a General Accounting Office study showed that the Family Caps were not only ineffective but harmful, because they deepened poverty.84 In order to avoid a sharp budget increase, the Illinois legislature voted to phase out the Family Cap over the course of four years.85 The Illinois repeal bill, H.B. 3023, was introduced by State Representatives Sara Feigenholtz (D), Mary E. Flowers (D), Barbara Flynn Currie (D), and then-State Representative Constance A. Howard (D), as well as State Senators Iris Y. Martinez (D), Senator Christine Radogno (R), Senator Mattie Hunter (D), Senator Jacqueline Y. Collins (D), and then-State Senator Barack Obama.86 Starting in August 2003, the Family Cap no longer applied to new children born into families receiving cash assistance.87 As the state freed up funds, it restored eligibility for older children in families that had previously been subject to the Family Cap. Once all funding had been restored in July 2007, the program ended entirely.88

NEBRASKA ADVOCATES ATTEMPTED REPEAL THROUGH LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE MEANS.

Unmarried mothers in Nebraska brought a successful class action lawsuit to prevent the Family Cap from applying to families in which no adult was employable due to a disability.89 The court stated, “the Family Cap serves to promote a transition from public assistance to economic self-sufficiency, [so] there is little to be gained in applying the Family Cap to families who receive non-time-limited assistance because full self-sufficiency is unrealistic.”90 In 2007, then-State Senators Arnie Stuthman (R) and Philip Erdman (R) introduced L.B. 351 and the legislature passed the bill, repealing the state’s Family Cap due to the policy’s failure to achieve the desired results.91
WYOMING REPEALED ITS FAMILY CAP TO MAXIMIZE FEDERAL FUNDS.

In 2008, then-State Representative Marty Martin (D) introduced legislation to repeal the Family Cap. The bill sailed through the House and passed in the Senate on the basis that the state could use existing TANF funds to cover the costs of cash grant increases to families that had been capped.92

OKLAHOMA REPEALED ITS FAMILY CAP TO SAVE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.

In Oklahoma, State Senator Patrick Anderson (R) and then-State Representative Ron Peters (R) met little opposition in passing S.B. 292 in 2009.93 The Department of Human Services had requested the bill’s introduction in order to save the $6,000 a year it cost to issue vouchers and warrants under the Family Cap’s requirements.94 The policy was unsuccessful and too costly to maintain.95

MINNESOTA REPEALED FAMILY CAP TO RELIEVE FAMILIES OF FINANCIAL STRAIN.

Minnesota was the 24th state to implement a Family Cap in 2003. Then-State Representative Neva Walker (DFL) authored the first repeal bill in 2008 with support from then-State Representatives Paul Thissen (DFL), Thomas Huntley (DFL), Mary Ellen Otremba (DFL), and Larry Hosch (DFL).96 The first bill died in committee, but five years later another bill succeeded.97 State Senator Tony Lourey (DFL) and then-State Representatives Thomas Huntley (DFL), John Ward (DFL), and current State Representatives Rena Moran (D), Jason Isaacson (DFL), and Diane Loeffler (DFL) authored a bill to repeal the Family Cap through the state’s budget process.98 A broad-based coalition of organizations supported the effort, motivated by an array of values-based concerns.99 The primary motivation for advocates fighting for repeal was the policy’s failure to affect birth rates while adding financial strain to families living in poverty.100

NEW JERSEY ADVOCATES SOUGHT FAMILY CAP ELIMINATION THROUGH VARIOUS MEANS.

New Jersey’s advocates have attempted to repeal its Family Cap through legislative advocacy and litigation. In 1998, legislators in both the Assembly and Senate introduced the state’s first bills to repeal New Jersey’s Family Cap. These bills were introduced in the state’s lower house by then-State Assemblymembers Charlotte Vandervalk (R), who chaired the Assembly Health Committee, and Joan Quigley (D),101 and in the upper house by State Senator Diane Allen (R),102 which died in committee before being reintroduced several times between 2000 and 2004.103 Legislative repeal efforts revived in 2016, when State Senators Joseph Vitale (D) and Ronald Rice (D) and State Representatives Elizabeth
Maher Muoio (D) and Valerie Huttle (D) introduced legislation to eliminate the Family Cap from New Jersey’s WorkFirst program. Both houses of the state legislature approved, but Governor Chris Christie (R) vetoed the repeal.

In addition to their legislative repeal efforts, New Jersey advocates challenged the Family Caps through litigation in the early 2000s. However, in 2003, both state and federal courts upheld New Jersey’s Family Cap against class action lawsuits. In *Sojourner A. v. New Jersey Department of Human Services*, the Supreme Court of New Jersey held that the state’s Family Cap did not violate the equal protection or due process guarantees of the state constitution. The same year, in *C.K. v. Department of Human Services*, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a lower court opinion holding that the Family Cap did not violate the federal constitution or various statutory and regulatory requirements.

**CALIFORNIA REPEALED ITS FAMILY CAP THROUGH THE BUDGET APPROVAL PROCESS.**

California legislators introduced five bills to limit or eliminate their state’s Family Cap between 2007 and 2015. Finally, in 2016, the policy was repealed through the budget approval process. Below, we offer an in-depth look at the history of attempts, failures, and ultimate success in the state that most recently rid itself of a Family Cap.

“It wasn’t my plan to be on welfare. It wasn’t my plan to have kids when I did, but then I got pregnant while in an abusive relationship with my fiancée. The MFG rule made it much more difficult to leave welfare and make it on my own.”

- Vivian Thorp
Featured State: California

In 2016, advocates in California finally were successful in removing the state’s Family Cap. It was a long and winding road to get there.

**HISTORY**

The California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids (CalWORKs) program provides basic needs cash grants to poor families to lessen the detrimental impact of poverty on children. CalWORKs serves 3.3% of the state’s population, just a fraction of the 16.4% of Californians who live below the federal poverty level. From 1996 until 2016, CalWORKs included the Maximum Family Grant Rule (MFG rule), which denied cash assistance to a child born into a family in which any parent or child was receiving cash aid ten months before the child’s birth.

The MFG rule came into existence through a circuitous route. Before TANF, the federal Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) program prohibited states from adopting eligibility criteria on the basis of behavioral factors like reproductive choices. However, AFDC authorized the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to waive requirements for states experimenting with welfare reform, conditional on states’ compliance with reporting and evaluation requirements. By the time PRWORA was enacted in 1996, HHS had waived this particular prohibition on eligibility criteria for twenty states, if you include the provisional waiver received by California. California never obtained a final waiver approval from the federal government, as its Department of Social Services failed to comply with HHS’s requests to limit the MFG rule to adult parents only, and to evaluate the waiver’s impact on children’s well-being. Without a federally approved waiver, California passed its MFG rule in Assembly Bill 473 in 1994, introduced by then-State Senator James L. “Jim” Brulte (R). The controversial rule initially failed as a ballot proposition, but eventually passed as part of a leveraged budget agreement. The MFG rule still could not be implemented. With the passage of PRWORA, however, Congress allowed states to apply child exclusions without a federal waiver, and, despite never having received the waiver required by AB493’s implementing language, California’s Director of Social Services under the Pete Wilson Administration, Eloise Anderson, began implementation of the MFG rule and denying aid to children.

**EXEMPTIONS**

The MFG rule had a few exemptions. Among them, California was the only state to exempt children conceived as the result of contraceptive failure. However, to qualify for the exemption, the pregnancy must have occurred while a woman was using one of a few approved methods of birth control: Norplant (unavailable in the United States since 2002), an intrauterine device, Depo-Provera, or sterilization of either parent. Notably, each of these contraceptives is a long-acting method a woman cannot insert or remove at will, and, in the case of sterilization, is permanent. In other words, women on public assistance were faced with deciding whether to utilize long-term or permanent birth control, or risk becoming pregnant with a child who would not be covered by CalWORKs.
Beyond coercing women to use certain contraceptive methods, these exemptions also invaded the personal privacy of mothers, particularly those who were forced to decide between disclosing personal information and going without cash aid for their newborns. For example, another exemption to the MFG rule existed for children conceived as the result of incest or rape. However, in order to qualify her child for assistance, the woman had to report the sexual assault to a medical professional or law enforcement agent within 12 months of the rape.

**LEGISLATIVE REPEAL EFFORTS**

California advocates mounted several legislative attempts to repeal the MFG rule. The first significant campaign against the MFG was the Provide for Every Child bill (A.B. 22) of 2007, which was introduced by Assembymember Sally Lieber (D) and co-authored by Assembymember Loni Hancock (D). It aimed to remove the MFG rule on the grounds that a legislative act excluding poor children from receiving necessary assistance was not in the best interests of children. A.B. 22 failed to pass the state’s Appropriations Committee or to receive a full vote of the legislature. As this bill made its debut at the beginning of the Great Recession, advocates believe budget concerns were the likely reason for this bill’s failure.

In 2011, Assembymember Mariko Yamada (D) introduced A.B. 833, which would have revised the exemptions to the MFG rule to include newborns with disabilities. Budget concerns also killed this bill and stymied Yamada’s efforts to expand the MFG rule exemptions.

In 2013, then-Assembymember Holly Mitchell (D) announced the first of three very similar bills she would ultimately author in her well-supported multi-year campaign against the MFG rule. A.B. 271 sought to repeal the MFG rule and reinstate eligibility for all minor children who had been excluded. The bill died in committee after receiving support from several prominent Democrats, including the Chair of the Senate Budget Committee, Senator Mark Leno (D). The following year Mitchell was elected to the California Senate, where she authored S.B. 899, which was nearly identical to A.B. 271 and met a similar fate; however, now-Senator Mitchell and a broad-based coalition campaign were gaining traction – garnering bipartisan support, editorial endorsements, and prioritization by the California Legislative Women’s Caucus.

Not to be dissuaded from achieving her top policy goal, Senator Mitchell introduced a third bill designed to repeal the MFG rule in 2015. While S.B. 23 carried the same content and objectives as the bills she had previously authored, it attracted the attention of a much larger and more diverse group of supporters. Legislators on both sides of the aisle made impassioned speeches about the racist, classist, and sexist nature of the MFG rule and its devastating consequences in a state that already suffered the nation’s highest rate of poverty. Advocates uplifted ethnographic data collected by the California Department of Social Services to point out that among MFG-impacted households, 57 to 60% were Latina and 17 to 24% were African-American. Major media outlets endorsed the bill, more than 130 organizations signed on in support, and hundreds of impacted families, advocates, and community members attended hearings to voice their support. In addition, advocates gathered 12,000-plus signatures from Californians supporting repeal. S.B. 23 easily earned bi-partisan support in Senate committees and later on the Senate floor. It moved on to the
Assembly, passing out of committees and receiving no opposition from the Legislative Budget Office—despite the bill’s $220 million price tag. The state’s economy had been improving, and the support for repeal gaining momentum as it headed to the Assembly floor for a vote in the summer of 2015. At that point, Governor Jerry Brown and State Senator Mitchell met and decided to transform S.B. 23 into a two-year bill, meaning the Assembly vote would be delayed until the next year. While budget advocacy ultimately rendered the MFG rule language inoperative, State Senator Mitchell will move S.B. 23 to a vote by the Assembly in order to remove the offensive language from the statute entirely.

**BUDGET ADVOCACY**

In tandem with legislative efforts to repeal the MFG Rule, advocates in California pursued a budget strategy to repeal the MFG rule through the appropriations process. Despite surging support and targeted advocacy, the Governor did not include funds to cover the costs of the MFG repeal in his proposed January 2016 budget. Advocates continued to put pressure on the leadership of both houses to include the needed funds in their respective bodies’ May revised budgets, and they did. In June 2016, Governor Brown approved the California Budget Act of 2016. The $220 million increase in the 2017 budget will restore funding for 130,000 children who had been excluded from CalWORKS, making the lift a little lighter for 95,000 families who will now receive an extra $130 per month for each child. Budget trailer bill A.B. 1603 accomplished everything S.B. 23 sought to do and will go into effect January 1, 2017.
Observations

Below we highlight characteristics of several successful Family Cap repeal efforts that may heighten success.

Perseverance. Introducing bills several years in a row, may allow a repeal campaign to build enough visibility and momentum to garner adequate support from the public, media, and elected officials.

Research. Conducting multidisciplinary research to uncover critical data and produce scholarship that can be translated and disseminated to various audiences through advocacy materials, social media, and opinion pieces could bolster advocacy efforts in the states where Family Caps remain.

Analysis. Applying a critical lens to explain the racist, sexist, classist origins of Family Caps and using data to demonstrate their disparate impacts on immigrants and communities of color could help to reveal their inherent, incurable problems and persuade people of the need to eliminate them.

Coalitions. Working in coalition allows advocacy groups to spread costs, share resources, and demonstrate strength in both numbers and diversity of interests and identities.

Budget. Pursuing a strategy to repeal the Family Cap through the state's budget process in tandem with a legislative strategy may help to give cover to legislators from marginal districts who might otherwise feel obligated to vote no on a repeal. The appropriations process may facilitate repeal of Family Caps since it does not require an up-or-down vote from legislators on the specific policy. Additionally, given that the initial fiscal impact of a repeal can be high, pursuing a budget strategy can eliminate roadblocks in the legislative appropriations arena because there is a clear source for the funding.

Option. Rather than pushing for a full statewide repeal, allowing counties to decide whether to retain or repeal the Family Cap may prompt rejection sufficient to nullify, and eventually eliminate, the policy statewide.

Pace. Phasing out the Family Cap over time may mitigate the fiscal impact and make it more appealing to elected officials.

Convening. Bringing together economic and reproductive justice advocates from all 24 states that have had a Family Cap could facilitate exchange of information, ideas, strategies, and tactics to enhance collaboration and reinforce future repeal efforts.
Conclusion

The Welfare Family Cap is a form of population control that attempts to limit the number of children born into families receiving public aid by denying benefits to newborns. Across the states and throughout the years, these policies have failed to reach their proponents’ aims of disincentivizing childbearing and reducing the size of families receiving cash assistance.

Family Caps have intensified the impact of poverty among mostly young, poor, single mothers of color and their children, making it difficult to survive and impossible to thrive. By driving families deeper into poverty, these policies destabilize housing and food security while threatening the health and well-being of the poorest children. Exemptions to the rule, though intended to mitigate its effects on certain families, work to exacerbate the coercive qualities of the Family Caps in practice.

In addition to their harmful material effects, Family Caps also cause symbolic harm by perpetuating the devaluation of parenthood among people of color and people living in poverty. Rooted in racist, classist, and sexist sentiments and based on unproven theories of behavior modification, these policies divert attention from our nation’s real, structural sources of inequality and poverty.

The recent success in California may provide hope for struggling families and fodder for advocates in other states to ignite or revive their own repeal efforts. Welfare Family Caps, which attempt to coerce reproductive behavior and, in failing to do so, punish poor parents and children, must be eliminated everywhere they exist.
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